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JANUARY 21, 2015 ǀ Brno, Czech Republic
Alda Games brings its the most recent title Defend Your
Life! to players attracted by iOS and Android devices. The
fourth game from Czech developers is tower defense
strategy set in human body.
Works on the game began in the second half of 2013. The
game was exclusively published for Windows Phone
covered by AppCampus program next year in the October.
The feedback was great and from now is Defend Your Life!
available for iOS and Android players. This version offers
some new features like in-game heroes.
Behind the very first idea lies nostalgia for
a French cartoon series Once Upon a
Time… Life. Czech developers welcome
players in 17 epic battles in 3 difficulty
modes in a stylized hand painted world of
essential human organs. Players can look
forward to constructing 4 basic types of
buildings with many upgrades, various
enhancements and extension tree with
special abilities and powers like Electroshock, Bomb or Adrenaline. The game will challenge
tactical and strategic thinking of player in war against more than 20 types of enemy units
and 2 main bosses at the end of each major stage.
The game is available in 10 languages. To be more concrete: English, German, French,
Italian, Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish and Russian. Defend Your Life! can enjoy also players
able to read Japanese or simplified Chinese.
Defend Your Life! is available for free with opportunity to purchase Diamonds. These can be
spent in order to buy various features helping during the fights. For example the strongest
unit - Golem or additional Oxygen which is source for constructing towers. More info about
Defend Your Life! is available on official website.
App Store: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/defend-your-life!/id863059530?ls=1&mt=8
Google Play: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aldagames.dyl
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